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Agriculture

What do new national trade deals mean for Vermont's dairy industry? Was last year's hemp 

harvest a boom or bust for Vermont growers? Vermont Edition broadcasts live from the 

Champlain Valley Expo Center and brings you the sounds and voices of the 2020 Vermont 

Farm Show.

1/28/20 - 43 mins 50 sec, 12 

and 7pm.

Agriculture

For decades, the federal Clean Water Act — and Vermont state law — have made it illegal 

to have farm waste enter the water stream. Farms of all sizes face permitting and inspection 

requirements to prevent run-off. But how, exactly does the state regulate its water? And how 

are violations investigated? VPR senior reporter John Dillon found the oversight system split 

between two state agencies can lead to confusion, delayed enforcement and ongoing 

pollution. On Vermont Edition.

2/13/20 - 7 mins 49 sec; 12 

and 7pm.

Agriculture

Reporter Debrief: Vermont's Split Water Regulation System Sows Confusion, Pollution. For 

decades, the federal Clean Water Act — and Vermont state law — have made it illegal to 

have farm waste enter the water stream. Farms of all sizes face permitting and inspection 

requirements to prevent run-off. But how, exactly does the state regulate its water? And how 

are violations investigated? VPR senior reporter John Dillon found the oversight system split 

between two state agencies can lead to confusion, delayed enforcement and ongoing 

pollution. On Vermont Edition.

2/13/20 - 7 mins 49 sec, 12 

and 7pm

Arts / Culture

Vermont author Howard Frank Mosher spent more than 50 years living in, and writing about, 

the Northeast Kingdom. His beloved home became the inspiration, source and setting for 

many of his stories and characters, including the novels Disappearances, Where the Rivers 

Flow North and Stranger in the Kingdom.

1/02/2020 - 48 mins 41 sec, 

12pm
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Arts / Culture

Diversity In Public Art . A commonality runs through the portraiture that adorns the Vermont 

Statehouse: old white men. And that lack of diversity has come under scrutiny lately. But is it 

appropriate to diversify the artwork if the history of state power is not, itself, very diverse? 

This hour: art in our public spaces, and what can or should be done to make public art more 

reflective of the whole Vermont story. On Vermont Edition.

2/27/20 - 34 mins 39 sec, 12 

and 7pm

Arts / Culture

(Books To) Love In The Time Of Coronavirus. Work, school and daily life are being 

transformed by the coronavirus, as Vermonters heed Gov. Phil Scott's call to "stay home." 

There's no denying the stress and uncertainty caused by the pandemic, but some may 

nonetheless find themselves at home with extra time to pick up a new book or re-read a 

beloved one. We're talking about what to read when riding out the pandemic. On Vermont 

Edition.

3/30/20 - 42 mins 27 sec, 12 

and 7pm

Arts / Culture

Vermonter With Iranian Roots Reflects On Rising US-Iran Tensions. U.S.-Iran relations have 

been tense for years, but tensions only tightened after an American drone strike killed a top 

Iranian commander earlier this month. For Iranian-Americans in Vermont, the conflict affects 

not only their lives, but the lives of family members both here and abroad. We're talking to a 

Vermonter with Iranian roots about his experiences and insight into US-Iran relations. On 

Vermont Edition.

1/20/20 - 17 mins 53 sec, 12 

and 7pm

Business / 

Economics

Vermont has a lot of Dollar Generals. Thirty-seven to be exact. And Danielle Drogalis of 

Swanton wanted to know why. 'Brave Little State' explains why. On Vermont Edtion.

1/22/20 - 40 mins 18 sec, 12 

and 7pm

Business / 

Economics

Weighing The Pros And Cons Of Local Option Tax. The number of municipalities that levy 

local option taxes is growing in Vermont. To date, more than 20 municipalities have adopted 

these 1% taxes, and more could soon join the ranks. On this Vermont Edition, we take an in-

depth look at local option taxes in Vermont, and ask what levying them means for business 

and tourism in the state.

2/11/20 - 33 mins 37 sec, 12 

and 7pm

Business / 

Economics

Taking in Around 1500 Calls A Day': Vermont's Labor Dept. Handles Coronavirus Job 

Shock. Vermont's Department of Labor is dealing with coronavirus-related job losses and 

unemployment claims, tripling the number of calls the office fields each day and leaving 

many Vermonters wondering if they're eligible for virus-related unemployment benefits. On 

Vermont Edition.

3/24/20 - 38 mins 41 sec, 12 

and 7pm
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Business / 

Economics

How Are Vermont Businesses Weathering The Coronavirus Crisis? Businesses of all kinds 

are struggling with the unprecedented disruptions caused by the global spread of the 

coronavirus. We talk with shops, restaurants, wedding planners and more about how the 

virus is affecting Vermont businesses, and how they’re adapting. On Vermont Edition.

3/17/20 - 49 mins 19 sec, 12 

and 7pm
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